Call for Participation

We invite you to join us in 13th International Conference on Wireless & Mobile Networks (WiMoNe 2021)

This conference will provide an excellent international forum for sharing knowledge and results in theory, methodology and applications of Wireless & Mobile Networks. The goal of this conference is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to focus on understanding Wireless & Mobile Networks concepts and establishing new collaborations in these areas.

Highlights of WiMoNe 2021 include:

- 8th International Conference on Computer Science, Engineering and Information Technology (CSEIT 2021)
- 13th International Conference on Networks & Communications (NeTCoM 2021)
- 13th International Conference on Network and Communications Security (NCS 2021)
- 8th International Conference on Signal, Image Processing and Multimedia (SPM 2021)
- 13th International Conference on Applications of Graph Theory in Wireless Ad hoc Networks and Sensor Networks (GRAPH-HOC 2021)
- 3rd International Conference on Internet of Things (CIoT 2021)
- 3rd International Conference on Machine Learning & Applications (CMLA 2021)
- 2nd International Conference on NLP & Big Data (NLPD 2021)
- 2nd International Conference on Advances in Artificial Intelligence Techniques (ArIT 2021)
- 2nd International Conference on Data Mining and Software Engineering (DMSE 2021)

Registration Participants

Non-Author / Co-Author / Simple Participants (no paper)

250 USD (With proceedings)

Here's where you can reach us: wimone@cseit2021.org (or) wimone_conf@yahoo.com